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Magnetic phase diagram of the ferromagnetic Kondo-lattice compound CeAgSb2 up to 80 kbar
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Electrical resistivity and ac-calorimetric measurements reveal a complex magnetic phase diagram for single
crystals of the ferromagnetic Kondo-lattice compound CeAgSb2 at high pressures up to 80 kbar. The ferro-
magnetic order atTC 5 9.6 K at ambient pressure is completely suppressed at a critical pressurePC

535 kbar. Another magnetic transition, possibly antiferromagnetic, found above 27 kbar, attains a maximum
valueTN;6 K at 44 kbar and then appears to be completely suppressed by;50 kbar. Thermodynamic and
transport measurements in the ferromagnetic state indicate an energy gapD;30 K in the spin-wave excitation
spectrum at ambient pressure which decreases toD;10 K atP530 kbar. No superconductivity is observed at
ambient pressure aboveT;0.1 K, under applied pressure in the ferromagnetic state (P528.5 kbar), nor in the
antiferromagnetic state (P533246 kbar) above 0.3 K.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.224419 PACS number~s!: 71.27.1a, 72.15.2v, 72.15.Qm, 91.60.Gf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetically ordered heavy-fermion compounds are p
ticularly interesting because they have revealed unu
states of matter that emerge as their magnetic phase tr
tion is tuned toT50 K, a quantum-critical point~QCP!, by
an external parameter such as chemical substitution or p
sure. Among these ground states found near the QCP
pressure-induced superconductivity coexisting with antif
romagnetism@e.g., CeRhIn5 ~Ref. 1! and CePd2Si2 ~Ref.
2!#, the coexistence of ferromagnetism and superconducti
~e.g., UGe2 ~Refs. 3 and 4! URhGe ~Ref. 5!#, and non-
Fermi-liquid ~NFL! behavior, in which logarithmic or weak
power-law behaviorT dependencies of the physical prope
ties at low temperatures do not follow those expected fo
Fermi liquid.6,7

The magnetic behavior of heavy-fermion compounds
determined qualitatively by a delicate balance between c
peting Ruderman-Kitel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY ! and Kondo
interactions which give rise to either a magnetically orde
ground state, antiferromagnetic~AFM! or ferromagnetic
~FM! due to the oscillatory nature of the RKKY interactio
or a nonmagnetic ground state. The energy scales
these two interactions are governed by the hybridizat
strength uJN(EF)u between the localizedf states and
conduction-electron states, i.e.,TRKKY}J 2N(EF) and
TK}exp(21/uJN(EF)u), whereJ is the exchange coupling
parameter andN(EF) is the density of states at the Ferm
level EF . For small values ofuJN(EF)u, the RKKY interac-
tion dominates and the system orders magnetically.
uJN(EF)u increases, the magnetic ordering temperatureTmag
first increases, passes through a maximum when the Ko
and RKKY energies become comparable, then decreases
idly as the Kondo interaction dominates.

This theoretical framework, proposed by Doniach so
time ago,8 has been applied to a number of Ce- and Yb-ba
0163-1829/2003/67~22!/224419~9!/$20.00 67 2244
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heavy-fermion compounds with reasonable success.9 At the
quantum-critical point where the magnetic order is co
pletely suppressed, i.e.,J5JC , non-Fermi-liquid behavior
is often observed,6 while for J.JC , Fermi-liquid behavior
is recovered.

CeAgSb2 is a rare example of a ferromagnetically order
heavy-fermion compound and presents an opportunity to
vestigate the physical behavior near a ferromagn
quantum-critical point. The family ofRAgSb2 compounds
(R5La–Tm) crystallizes in the tetragonal ZrCuSi2-type
crystal structure~space group P4/nmm) in which theR sites
are crystallographically equivalent.10 Aside from CeAgSb2,
which has a Curie temperatureTC59.6 K,11 all other mem-
bers of this family order antiferromagnetically at tempe
tures betweenTN5 2 K and 11 K.11–13 Neutron-diffraction
experiments reveal that the Ce magnetic moments
CeAgSb2 are aligned along thec axis with a valuem
50.33mB /Ce,13 in excellent agreement with the saturatio
moment msat50.37mB /Ce determined from magnetizatio
measurements (Huuc).12 This value ofmsat is smaller than
the value expected in a crystal-field doublet ground sta
The magnetic properties are quite anisotropic, with a satu
tion moment ofmsat51.1mB /Ce for H'c.12 These features
are similar to those of the pressure-induced FM superc
ductor UGe2.3 CeAgSb2 can be considered a moderate
heavy-fermion compound: aboveTC , the electronic specific-
heat coefficientg[C/T;250 mJ/mol K2, which decreases
to g;65 mJ/mol K2 asT→0 K. This electronic specific hea
is consistent with thermopower and inelastic neutro
scattering measurements, suggesting a Kondo tempera
TK;60 K.14,15 The magnetic ordering temperature
CeAgSb2 decreases with the application of high pressure
was found in a magnetic-susceptibility study to 7 kbar~Ref.
15!, and it is therefore a potential candidate for examini
the behavior of superconductivity near a ferromagne
©2003 The American Physical Society19-1
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V. A. SIDOROV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224419 ~2003!
quantum-critical point at higher pressures. In this paper,
report or our investigation of electrical resistivity at hig
pressure up to 80 kbar and ac-calorimetry measurement
to 50 kbar on single crystals of CeAgSb2.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

High-quality single crystals of CeAgSb2 were grown in
an Sb flux as described in Ref. 12. A starting composition
Ce0.045Ag 0.091Sb0.864was used and the elements were plac
in an alumina crucible and sealed in a quartz ampoule.
materials were heated to 1200 °C and kept at that temp
ture for 12 hr, then slowly cooled to 670 °C at 4 °C hr21, at
which point, excess Sb flux was removed in a centrifu
Any remaining Sb flux was removed with dilute HCl. Typ
cal dimensions of the platelike crystals were 53532 mm.

Ambient-pressure magnetic measurements were
formed in magnetic fields up to 5.5 T from 1.8 to 300
using a Quantum Design superconducting quantum inter
ence device magnetometer. Specific-heat measurements
carried out in a Quantum Design Physical Properties M
surement System from 0.3 K to 300 K. Three high-press
cells were used for the electrical resistivity experiments
low temperatures: a clamped piston cylinder, a Bridgm
anvil,16 and a toroidal anvil cell. The latter is a profiled anv
system supplied with a boron-epoxy gasket and Teflon c
sule, containing pressure-transmitting liquid, a sample, an
pressure sensor.17 The pressure in all three cells was dete
mined from the variation of the superconducting transition
lead using the pressure scale of Eiling and Schilling18 and
Bireckoven and Wittig.19 The Bridgman pressure cell wa
comprised of a pyrophyllite gasket~internal diameter of 2.0
mm! and two steatite disks which served as the press
transmitting medium. A CeAgSb2 sample was cut and pol
ished to approximate dimensions of 2203250330 mm. The
sample was placed between the two steatite disks in con
with a thin piece of Pb. Platinum wires~0.002-in diameter!
were used for electrical contact out of the pyrophyllite g
ket. The 10% and 90% values of the Pb transition in
Bridgman cell above 35 kbar were used as a rough mea
of the pressure gradient caused by the solid press
transmitting media used in this apparatus; below about
kbar, the pressure gradient amounted to less than 1 k
Measurements at the University of California at San Die
~UCSD! from temperatures between 0.05 K and 3 K and 0.3
K and 300 K were performed in a3He cryostat and3He/4He
dilution refrigerator, respectively, using a LR-700 resistan
bridge with excitation currents ranging from 100mA to 1
mA. Measurements between 1 K and 300 K were also car
ried out in a 4He cryostat. In all cases, the current was a
plied along thea axis of the crystal.

Three samples of CeAgSb2 were used in the study. On
sample, labeled Los Alamos National Laboratory~LANL !
161, was used in electrical resistivity experiments in a t
oidial cell up to;50 kbar. A second sample from the sam
batch, labeled LANL 161a, was used in ac-calorimetric m
surements in a toroidal cell. This sample was character
by ambient-pressure magnetic-susceptibility measurem
down to 2 K and heat-capacity measurements down to 0.4
22441
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Another sample grown independently at UCSD~labeled
UCSD! was used for resistivity measurements in the pist
cylinder and Bridgman cells. In general, both samples p
pared at UCSD and LANL exhibited similar behavior, an
differences between the two samples are discussed belo

ac-calorimetric measurements were performed on a sin
crystal of CeAgSb2 with dimensions of 13130.2 mm
mounted in the torodial pressure cell using fluorinert as
pressure-transmitting medium. A small resistive heater w
glued to one side of the sample and the temperature osc
tions on the opposite side were probed by a Chrom
Constantan thermocouple and measured by a lock-in am
fier at a frequency twice that of the heater current. Furt
details of the ac-calorimetric method can be found in Re
20–22. The frequency dependence of the thermocouple
put voltage was inversely proportional to frequency in t
range 1.5–20 Hz~at higher frequencies, temperature oscil
tions became too small to be measured precisely!. An oper-
ating frequency of 3 Hz was chosen as a compromise
tween a higher signal level and sufficiently low heat losses
the surrounding environment. The frequency dependen
measured with the sample in the empty pressure cell an
the cell filled with fluorinert show that the amplitude of th
thermocouple output voltage drops by;50% at all frequen-
cies due to heat losses to surrounding liquid. This effect p
duces a fictitious increase of the sample heat capacity, w
should be, under the condition of small heat losses, sim
inversely proportional to the amplitudeTac of temperature
oscillations.20–22Thus, as an approximation, the 1/Tac curves
have been shifted by a constantTac* which was chosen to
adjust the relative change of 1/Tac vs T from 5 to 18 K to be
comparable to the ambient-pressure specific heat
CeAgSb2 measured in a Quantum Design PPMS in this te
perature range. After carrying out this procedure, the ratio
the peak value of 1/Tac at TC59.6 K to its value at 10.6 K is
close to 3, while this ratio for specific heat measured in
PPMS is about 4.5. It is therefore concluded that this pro
dure provides at least a semiquantitative evaluation
C(P,T) from our measurements of 1/Tac vs T with an accu-
racy ;30%. The behavior of 1/Tac vs T at higher tempera-
tures, between 20 K and 300 K, also reproduces theC(T)
curve with this accuracy.

III. RESULTS

A. Ambient-pressure measurements

The temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibilityx
[M /H of CeAgSb2 for bothHuuc andH'c is shown in Fig.
1~a!. A sharp increase ofx(T) below 10 K indicates the
onset of ferromagnetism. This is confirmed by magnetizat
~M! measurements at 2 K, as displayed in the inset of F
1~a!, in which M quickly saturates to a value
Msat;0.4mB/Ce for Huuc. For H'c, M (H) increases lin-
early up to H53 T, then saturates to a valu
Msat;1.1mB/Ce; similar behavior has been observ
previously.12,23Above 100 K, the magnetic susceptibility fo
lows a Curie-Weiss law with an effective momentme f f
52.46mB (2.48mB) and a Curie-Weiss temperatureuCW
5255 K ~5 K! for Huuc (H'c).
9-2
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MAGNETIC PHASE DIAGRAM OF THE FERROMAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224419 ~2003!
The specific heatC, plotted asC/T versusT, of CeAgSb2
is shown in Fig. 1~b!, along withC/T of LaAgSb2 and the
4 f contribution C4 f /T[@C(CeAgSb2)2C(LaAgSb2)]/T.
~The specific heat of LaAgSb2 is well described by a Som
merfeld coefficientg51 mJ/mol K2 and Debye temperatur
uD5238 K.! The ferromagnetic transition occurs atTC
59.6 K; the magnetic entropySmag5*(C4 f /T)dT released
below the transition amounts toSmag.Rln2, indicating
a doublet ground state of the CeJ55/2 multiplet in the
tetragonal crystalline electric field~CEF!. ~A tetragonal CEF
will split the J55/2 multiplet of Ce into three doublets!
Recent thermal-expansion24,25 and specific-heat measure
ments25 suggest the first and second CEF excited states t
at D1;50 K and D2;140 K above the ground state, i
agreement with inelastic neutron-scattering measurem
which reveal peaks at 5.1 meV and 12.4 meV.26 The specific-
heat data presented here are consistent with this CEF en
level scheme. Another specific-heat anomaly is presentT
51.0 K @inset of Fig. 1~b!#, but the tiny amount of entropy in
this transition suggests that it is due to an impurity pha
excluding CeAg or CeSb2, which have ordering tempera
tures of 5 K and 15 K, respectively. A feature associated w
this possible impurity phase is also observed in the electr
resistivity in CeAgSb2 ~LANL 161!, but not in the sample
prepared at UCSD, and is discussed below. The electr
specific-heat coefficient extrapolated toT50 K is g;65 mJ/
mol K 2, in good agreement with results obtained from po
crystalline samples.27 In the ferromagnetic state, the 4f con-
tribution to the specific heat of CeAgSb2 was fit by the
expression

FIG. 1. ~a! Magnetic susceptibilityx versus temperatureT of
CeAgSb2 in a magnetic fieldH50.1 T forHuuc ~squares! andH'c
~circles!. Inset: MagnetizationM versusH at T52 K. ~b! Specific
heat divided by temperatureC/T versusT of CeAgSb2 ~circles!,
LaAgSb2 ~dashed line!, and the 4f contribution C4 f /T5@C
(CeAgSb2)2C(LaAgSb2)]/T ~triangles!. Inset: C(T)/T of
CeAgSb2 showing the presence of another transition atT;1 K,
possibly due to an impurity phase.
22441
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where

Cgap5B~D2/AT13DAT15T3/2!e2D/T ~2!

describes the contribution28 due to a FM spin-wave excita
tion spectrum with an energy gapD ~with a constantB) and
gT is the usual electronic term. Fits of the data to Eq.~1!
between 0.4 K,T,8 K yield g5100 mJ/mol K2 and D
518 K as shown in Fig. 2. Similar exponential gaplike b
havior is observed in the electrical resistivity discussed
low and also in thermal-expansion measurements wh
imply a somewhat smaller energy gapD55.3 K below
10 K.15

B. Electrical resistivity

The temperature dependence of the electrical resisti
r(T) of CeAgSb2 at ambient pressure~Fig. 3! is typical of a
Kondo-lattice system. The resistivity exhibits a broad mi
mum around 200 K followed by a pronounced maximum
Tmax517.5 K. Similar behavior has been observed in oth
heavy-fermion systems, such as CeAgCu4,29 CeRu2Ge2,30

and CeCoIn5.31 A sharp drop inr(T) of CeAgSb2 occurs at
TC59.6 K at the onset of ferromagnetic order. Well belo
the magnetic transition, the resistivity approaches a va
r0;0.2mV cm at 1 K. The residual resistivity ratio~RRR!
@RRR[r(300 K)/r(1 K)# for both samples is quite large
RRR~LANL 161!5480 and RRR~UCSD!5285, indicating
the high quality of the single crystals. Upon application
pressures up to 80 kbar, the overall shape of ther(P,T)
curves does not change significantly; the maximum in
resistivity sharpens with pressure and shifts slightly, wh
the minimum flattens and moves to higher temperatures.
ure 4 shows the low-temperature behavior of the resistiv
of CeAgSb2 at various applied pressures. The kink inr(T)
at TC59.6 K at P50, corresponding to the Curie temper
ture, is suppressed toTC;2.4 K atP532.6 kbar@Fig. 4~a!#;
the UCSD data yield a similar variation ofTC with pressure
@Fig. 4~b!#, although the magnetic transitions are somew
broader. The critical pressure for the suppression of fe
magnetism in CeAgSb2 is estimated to bePC;35 kbar. The

FIG. 2. Fit of a spin-gap model to the 4f contribution to the
specific heatC4 f(T) as discussed in the text.
9-3
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V. A. SIDOROV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224419 ~2003!
evolution ofTC with pressure is clearly visible as a jump
the temperature derivative of the resistivitydr/dT as shown
in Fig. 5 ~LANL 161!. If a close relationship betweendr/dT
and the specific heat is assumed,32 the ferromagnetic transi
tion is second-order-like forP,27 kbar~Fig. 5! but sharp-
ens considerably with increasing pressure forP527
233 kbar, indicating a first-order-like FM transition. A di
ference between the cooling and heatingr(T) curves of
;302100 mK below 2.2 K~at which point the thermal con
ductivity of the superfluid4He is essentially infinite! is also

FIG. 3. ~a! Electrical resistivity r versus temperatureT of
CeAgSb2 ~LANL 161! at various pressuresP. ~b! r(T) at various
pressures of CeAgSb2 ~UCSD!.

FIG. 4. ~a! Electrical resistivity r versus temperatureT of
CeAgSb2 ~LANL 161! at various pressuresP below 15 K.~b! r(T)
at various pressures of CeAgSb2 ~UCSD! below 15 K.
22441
observed; however, the present experimental conditions
clude any definite conclusions to be drawn from this poss
hysteresis. It is significant, however, that very close toPC
(P533.6 kbar in Fig. 5!, dr/dT becomes broad suggestin
that the transition is driven to be second order asP→PC ,
which is predicted theoretically for a clean itinera
ferromagnet.33 A small change in slope of ther(T) curves
occurs atT;1 K in CeAgSb2 ~LANL 161!, corresponding to
ordering of a possible impurity phase, and does not cha
significantly with pressure up to 44 kbar.

In the pressure range between 27 kbar and 33 kba
decrease inr(T) is found atTmag;4 K, indicating the pres-
ence of another phase transition in addition to the ferrom
netism, which also appears as a shoulder indr/dT ~Fig. 5!.
This second magnetic phase is conjectured to be antife
magnetic since the lattice parameters of CeAgSb2 at P
;25 kbar~assuming a bulk modulus of;1 Mbar! are close
to those of PrAgSb2 which has a Ne´el temperatureTN
56 K.13 The first-order-like behavior between 27 kbar a
33 kbar could also be caused by the transition from an a
ferromagnetic to a ferromagnetic state. BelowPC , the Néel
state is manifest as a shoulder indr/dT; but for P>PC , the
resistivity anomaly is more pronounced anddr/dT at TN is a
maximum nearPC ~see inset of Fig. 5! before decreasing a
higher pressures. From these data, the Ne´el temperature of
CeAgSb2 is roughly constant for 27 kbar,P,PC , increases
with increasing pressure toTN;6 K at P544.1 kbar~inset
of Fig. 5!, then is rapidly suppressed above 45 kbar.
calorimetry measurements above 27 kbar provide further
dence for a second phase transition as discussed in Sec.
Measurements of CeAgSb2 ~UCSD! at ambient pressure did
not reveal any signs of superconductivity down toT
;0.1 K where the resistivity became too small to dete
within the capabilities of the experiment. In addition, no s
perconductivity was observed above 0.3 K in the ferrom
netic state (P528.5 kbar) or in the antiferromagnetic sta
(P533.2,40, and 46 kbar! @Fig. 4~b!#.

The low-temperature electrical resistivity of CeAgS2
was fit by the Fermi-liquid expression

r~T!5r01AT2, ~3!

FIG. 5. Temperature derivative ofr, dr/dT versus T of
CeAgSb2 ~LANL 161! at various pressuresP<33.6 kbar. The inset
showsdr/dT versusT for P>33.6.
9-4
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MAGNETIC PHASE DIAGRAM OF THE FERROMAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224419 ~2003!
as shown in Fig. 6~a!. In the ferromagnetic state, the tem
perature range of these fits is limited to 1 K<T<2 K, but
the upperT range increases to 3–4 K in the AFM state. Bo
r0 and A exhibit a sharp maximum atP533.6 kbar@Figs.
7~a! and 7~b!#, increasing by two and three orders of mag
tude compared to the ambient-pressure values, respecti
The results are consistent with previous measurements
CeAgSb2.23 The maxima inr0 andA appear to be ubiquitou
for heavy-fermion materials in the vicinity of the QCP. R

FIG. 6. Low-temperature fits ofr(T) of CeAgSb2 ~LANL 161!
at various pressures tor(T)5r01AT2 ~a! and to Eq.~4! ~b!.

FIG. 7. Fit results of CeAgSb2 ~LANL 161—filled squares,
UCSD—empty squares! at various pressuresP of r(T)5r01AT2

~a! and~b! and gap energyD in Eq. ~4! ~c!. The solid line in~c! is
a linear fit toD(P).
22441
-
ly.

on

cent work by Miyake and Maebashi34 provides an explana
tion for the large increase inr0 near the QCP based on va
lence fluctuations; however, it is unclear whether this the
applies to CeAgSb2. At ambient pressure, the ratio ofA to
the square of the electronic specific-heat coefficientg2 yields
A/g251.731025 mV cm~mol K/mJ! 2, using g 5 65 mJ/
mol K 2 and A50.071mV cm, in agreement with the
Kadowaki-Woods relation.35 Assuming the Kadowaki-
Woods relation holds under applied pressure, as has b
observed, for instance, in the ferromagnetic supercondu
UGe2,4,36 theT50 K Sommerfeld coefficient monotonicall
increases tog;0.5 J/mol K2 at P532.6 kbar before jump-
ing to g;1.3 J/mol K2 at P533.6 kbar where A
517.0mVcm/K2.

The electrical resistivity of CeAgSb2 in the ferromagnetic
state can be fit over a much wider temperature range by
expression

r~T!5r01AT21DTD21~112TD21!e2D/T, ~4!

by including, besides the Fermi-liquidT2 term, the contribu-
tion due to an energy gap in the magnon dispers
relation.37 In Eq. ~4!, D involves the electron-magnon an
the spin-disorder scattering andD is the magnitude of the
gap. Fits to Eq.~4! are shown in Fig. 6@r0 has been fixed to
the value obtained from Eq.~3! discussed above#. The T2

coefficientA increases by nearly an order of magnitude
P;30 kbar, similar to the results obtained from theT2 fits
described above, whereas, the gap energy decreases froD
;30 K at ambient pressure toD; 10 K atP;30 kbar@Fig.
7~c!#. Ambient-pressure specific-heat measurements yie
similar value ofD as discussed above. The fit results o
tained from ther(P,T) measurements of CeAgSb2 ~UCSD!
are in quantitative agreement with those of CeAgSb2 ~LANL
161!, however, the sharp maxima ofr0 and A found in the
LANL data ~Fig. 7! are not observed. One possible reas
for this discrepancy is that the critical pressure in CeAgS2
~UCSD! is slightly higher than in CeAgSb2 ~LANL 161!
causing the sharp maxima inA andr0 to fall in between the
data atP533.2 kbar and 40 kbar. At the highest pressure
P577 kbar, a fit of the data to Eq.~3! was not successful
however, the data could be fit by the power-law express
r2r05A8Tn over a limited temperature range 1.0 K<T
<2.3 K, yielding A8534 mV cm/Kn and n50.8. Further
measurements in this pressure range are in progress to d
mine if this non-Fermi-liquid behavior persists to lower tem
peratures.

C. ac Calorimetry

Figure 8 displays the inverse of the temperature osci
tions 1/Tac vs T obtained at different pressures up to 36
kbar. The right vertical axis shows the scale for the appro
mate heat-capacity values after performing the calibrat
procedure described in Sec. II to the ambient-pressureC(T)
data. The peak in the specific heat due to the ferromagn
ordering atTC shifts to lower temperatures with increasin
pressure. The height and shape of the peak are similar
bar and 6.8 and 16.6 kbar. The transition temperatures a
kbar~not shown! and 31.2 kbar are nearly the same and clo
9-5
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V. A. SIDOROV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224419 ~2003!
to 4 K, which corresponds well to the appearance of a sh
der at 4 K in thedr/dT curves. The specific-heat jump a
these two pressures is smaller than at 16.6 kbar and the
sitions appear to be somewhat broader. At higher pressu
the peak height increases again at 34.2 kbar~not shown! and
36.5 kbar where the~AFM! magnetic transition shifts to
higher temperatures, resembling the pressure dependen
the anomalies associated with antiferromagnetism in
dr/dT curves. The shape of the heat-capacity peak is m
symmetric at these two highest pressures and differs f
that at lowP where ferromagnetic order sets in. We are u
able to observe any sharpening of the magnetic transition
these specific-heat measurements above 27 kbar due
first-order AFM to FM transition, the proximity to the QCP
or the presence of two transitions in the coexistence reg
primarily because the ac-calorimetric method is not w
suited for studies of first-order transitions;21 the ac-
calorimetry method only detects the reversible part a
hence, the latent heat associated with the first-order trans
will be less than the true value if some part of the system
irreversible. The magnetic entropy associated with both
ferromagnetic and possible antiferromagnetic transitions
approximately equal. This suggests that the second pres
induced magnetic transition~AFM! is a bulk effect.

IV. DISCUSSION

The pressure-temperature (P-T) phase diagram o
CeAgSb2 obtained from analysis of resistivity and specifi
heat data at high pressure is depicted in Fig. 9~a!. Three main
regions are indicated, corresponding to a high-tempera
paramagnetic~PM! state, a ferromagnetic~FM! state, and a
presumably antiferromagnetic~AFM! state. The ferromag
netism atTC59.6 K at ambient pressure is completely su
pressed at an estimated critical pressurePC;35 kbar. As
shown by the solid curve in Fig. 9~a!, the P dependence o
the Curie temperature follows a power lawTC}uP2PCub
with PC535(1) kbar andb has the mean-field value 0.5(1).

FIG. 8. ac-calorimetric measurements below 12 K of CeAgS2

~LANL 161a! at various pressuresP. The curves have been shifte
vertically by the amount indicated beside each pressure for cla
The right axis shows the scale for the approximate specific-h
values of the ambient-pressure data.
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There is evidence for the coexistence of a ferromagn
phase and another magnetic phase~AFM! between 28 and 33
kbar, suggesting a tricritical point atP527 kbar. Once the
ferromagnetism is suppressed, the Ne´el temperature in-
creases fromTN;4 K at P535 kbar to;6 K at 44.1 kbar,
the highest pressure of the LANL 161 measurements. Exp
ments on CeAgSb2 ~UCSD! reveal a similar evolution of the
Curie temperature with pressure and an initial increase ofTN
above 33 kbar@Fig. 9~a!#. The Néel temperature drops to
value TN;0.5 K at P546(6) kbar in this sample, sugges
ing that the critical pressure for the complete suppression
this magnetic phase is;50 kbar. This estimate is consiste
with a linear fit to D(P) @Fig. 7~c!# which shows thatD
→0 K at ;47 kbar. A recent investigation23 of the electrical
resistivity of CeAgSb2 under pressure of up to 42 kbar re
veals a somewhat different phase diagram than the one
sented here ~Fig. 9!. In this study, Nakashima an
co-workers23 found a similar suppression of ferromagnetis
with PC533 kbar andb50.38, but no evidence for the sec
ond phase transition between 27 kbar<P,50 kbar perhaps
due to quasihydrostatic conditions in their pressure c
However, the decrease inr at ;1 K at P536 kbar and
42 kbar~e.g., Fig. 3 of Ref. 23! may be related to this secon
high-pressure phase transition rather than the onset of su
conductivity as the authors suggest.

In heavy-fermion/Kondo-lattice systems, a crossover
curs from a high-temperature local moment regime to

y.
at

FIG. 9. ~a! Pressure-temperature (P-T) phase diagram of
CeAgSb2 ~LANL 161—closed symbols, UCSD—open symbols! up
to 60 kbar.@The TC(P) data of CeAgSb2 ~UCSD! have been nor-
malized by a factor 0.97 to match the ambient pressureTC to that of
the LANL 161 data.# The Curie temperatureTC ~squares! and Néel
temperatureTN ~circles! are determined from anomalies indr/dT.
The magnetic ordering temperatureTmag ~triangles! is determined
from ac-calorimetry measurements. The solid line is a fit of
Curie temperature toTC}uP2PCub discussed in the text.~b! Tmax

vs P. The dashed lines in both panels are guides for the eye.
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strongly interacting Fermi-liquid regime at lowT as the con-
duction electrons hybridize with the localizedf electrons,
giving rise to a maximum in the resistivity atTmax. The
temperature scale of this maximum inr(T) is a rough mea-
sure of the Kondo temperatureTmax}TK and is also related
to the renormalized energy scale of the low-T Fermi-liquid
properties which are manifest, for instance, in theT2 behav-
ior of the resistivity@r(T);AT2#, i.e.,Tmax}A21/2. For Ce-
based heavy-fermion compounds,Tmax is expected to in-
crease with pressure since the exchange coupling param
increases withP (dJ/dP.0). If the material has a magneti
ground state, the magnetic ordering temperature is eventu
suppressed with applied pressure due to the increa
strength of the Kondo interaction over the RKKY interactio
The magnetic phase diagram of CeAgSb2 is more complex
than that of a typical Kondo-lattice compound. The appe
ance of a new magnetic phase under pressure and the c
istence of this magnetic phase with ferromagnetism ove
narrow pressure range are in contrast to the behavio
heavy-fermion compounds such as CeIn3 and CePd2Si2 in
which the single magnetic ordering temperature is s
pressed withP.2 The nominally ferromagnetic structure
H50 andP50 in CeAgSb2, with a linearH dependence o
the magnetization belowH53 T followed by saturation with
Msat;1.1mB/Ce above 3 T, suggests a more complex m
netic structure that may be easily influenced by magn
field and pressure. As the Kondo effect increases the
change parameterJ with pressure, the Curie temperature
suppressed toT50 K at which point strong fluctuations pro
duce a sharp maximum inA and r0. These fluctuations as
sociated with the FM critical point also influence the Ne´el
temperature giving rise to a minimum inTN(P) close to
PC; 35 kbar. These results are in striking contrast to
behavior of another heavy fermion compound CeRu2Ge2
which exhibits the coexistence of antiferromagnetism (TN
58.5 K, at ambient pressure! and ferromagnetism (TC 5 7.4
K!.30 In
CeRu2Ge2, there is no divergence inA or r0 at the FM
critical point; moreover, there is no anomaly inTN(P) at
which the Curie temperature is suppressed toT50 K.38,39

The increase inJ with additionalP in CeAgSb2, reflected in
the increase ofTmax above 40 kbar, apparently also caus
the eventual suppression of the AFM state at; 50 kbar.

The complexity of magnetic interactions in CeAgSb2 is
reflected in the pressure dependence ofTmax as shown in Fig.
9~b!. Tmax initially decreases with increasing pressure a
exhibits a local minimum at;20 kbar before assuming th
expected monotonic increase at pressures above 40 kb
similar initial decrease ofTmax with P occurs in the Ce-base
heavy-fermion compound CeRhIn5.1 A sharp minimum of
Tmax is found close to the FM QCP atPC535 kbar. The
maximum in theT2 coefficientA and the minimum ofTmax
occur at the same pressureP533.6 kbar and their behavio
is qualitatively consistent with the two quantities being
lated to the Kondo temperatureTmax}A21/2}TK . The Néel
temperature is also suppressed atP533.6 kbar and increase
whenTmax increases again above 40 kbar. It is quite unus
to have such a low value ofTmax.10 K; in particular, the
22441
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value ofTmax is very close to the magnetic ordering tempe
ture over an extended pressure range. It is conceivable
the evolution ofTmax(P) is influenced by quantum-critica
fluctuations in the vicinity of the quantum critical point. An
other possible interpretation is that variation ofTmax with P
could be due to the influence of a low-lying crystalline ele
tric field level above the ground state of comparable mag
tude toTmax;10 K. While there is evidence of a CEF leve
at D1;50 K,25,26 the expected low-T anomalies in the elec
trical resistivity and specific heat as this CEF level chan
with pressure are not observed. Moreover, a second, b
maximum inr at ;75 K at P546 kbar and;100 K at P
577 kbar@Fig. 3~b!# and the increase of the minimum inr
at Tmin;150 K (P51 bar! with increasing pressure indicat
an increase ofD1 with pressure.

In CeAgSb2, the Curie temperature follows a power-la
P dependence@TC}uP2PCub, b50.5(1)] and is sup-
pressed at a critical pressurePC535(1) kbar. In addition, a
divergence of theT2 coefficient ofr(T), A, is observed in
the vicinity of PC , suggesting the presence of a quantu
critical point. Phenomenological spin-fluctuation models40–42

or fluctuations of an order parameter of a second-order ph
transition at T50 K43 have been proposed to expla
the non-Fermi-liquid behavior often observed near a Q
The predictions of these models for a ferroma
netic quantum-critical point in three~two! dimensions, i.e.,
r(T)}Tn with n55/3 ~4/3!, a Curie temperature which var
ies asTC}uP2PCub with b53/4 ~1!, and a divergence ofA
at PC have been applied tod-electron systems such as MnS
and ZrZn2 with reasonable success,2,44 but with less success
in the f-electron systems. The variation ofTC with P in
CeAgSb2 is more consistent with three-dimensional~3D!
spin fluctuations (b53/4) than 2D fluctuations (b51);
however, an NFL power-lawT dependence ofr is not ob-
served in the present measurements close to the QCP
may be obscured by the second phase transition abov
kbar. Further experiments are in progress to examine the
havior of CeAgSb2 near the suppression of the AFM trans
tion at ;50 kbar and possible NFL behavior at higher pre
sures.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The magnetic phase diagram of the Kondo-lattice mate
CeAgSb2 has been investigated at high pressures to 80 k
and low temperatures by means of electrical resistivity a
ac-calorimetry measurements. The ferromagnetism is s
pressed at a critical pressurePC535 kbar, while a new mag-
netic phase~possibly antiferromagnetic! appears above 27
kbar. The ordering temperature of this second phase rea
a maximum valueTN;6 K at 44 kbar before being sup
pressed at an estimated critical pressure of;50 kbar. Super-
conductivity is not observed in the pressure rangeP528
246 kbar down toT50.3 K. While there is some evidenc
of critical phenomena, namely, a divergence of theT2 coef-
ficient of the electrical resistivityA, no sign of non-Fermi-
liquid behavior is found near the ferromagnetic quantu
critical point, possibly due to the presence of t
antiferromagnetic phase. It is interesting that a nonsuperc
ducting but ordered phase emerges near the ferromag
QCP. If, indeed, this high-pressure magnetic phase
9-7
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V. A. SIDOROV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224419 ~2003!
CeAgSb2 is found to be antiferromagnetic, as we believe
is, it suggests that finite-q excitations can exist near a FM
QCP and perhaps play a role in mediating Cooper pair
even in nominally ferromagnetic systems.
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